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Where's the Party? - Prohibition and the
Mood of the Roaring Twenties
By Toni Lee Robinson

It was 1918. The Great War was
over. America was giddy with
relief. Life was good on many
fronts. Wages were up, at least a
little. Prices were down. Pleasure
and entertainment became the
business of life. Jazz, a scintillating
new sound, kept flappers and their
beaus (bohz) "hoofing" on the
dance floor. Women's styles and
attitudes became more daring.
Accepted roles and morals were morphing into a new social order.

The party mood of this post-war era caused alarm in some circles.
The use of alcoholic beverages had long been a concern of
anti-alcohol groups. The Temperance Movement had become strong
after the Civil War. Its members were mostly women. They held
rallies and other functions to persuade Americans to give up alcohol.

At the same time, millions of immigrants entered the country. They
brought with them their European ways. These lifestyles took the
enjoyment of alcohol for granted. The Italians drank wine. Germans
were partial to beer. The Irish favored whiskey and stout. These
cultural tastes caught on with the American public. The liquor
industry was growing.

German lager beer grew particularly popular. Large brewing
companies sprang up. They marketed their wares by setting up
saloons. Each saloon advertised and sold the product of one large
brewery. Competition was fierce. The more saloons a company had
selling its beer, the greater share of the market it could claim. Beer
joints sprouted up on every corner. Post-war American cities had one
saloon for every 150 to 200 people.

By all accounts, most saloons were pretty sleazy. The joints touted

their free lunches - salty fare designed to induce thirst. Free food and
cheap beer drew patrons, but they didn't make a profit for saloon
keepers. Many saloons branched out. They offered gambling and
gamecock fighting on the side. They did their best to lure new
customers, especially young men.

A group called the Anti-Saloon League had been crusading against
beer joints for some time. Just before 1900, the League went national.
Their campaigns struck at the alcohol issue on two levels. Statistics on
alcohol's ill effects on the body appealed to the public intellect.
Aiming straight for the emotions were ads about fathers whose
paychecks were spent at the saloon. Stories were told of families
without food. Pictures of children with empty Christmas stockings
were shown.

The goal of the activists was a law prohibiting the sale of liquor. In
the next few years, many states enacted some kind of "dry" law. Then
came World War I. A wave of patriotism swept the country. People
were willing to make sacrifices for the good of the nation. The
wartime unity was a boost for anti-alcohol groups. They pushed hard
for a national policy against alcohol.

In 1918, the groups gained enough political clout to elect a two-thirds
majority to Congress. The 18th Amendment was passed. The measure
placed a nation-wide ban on the manufacture and sale of alcohol. The
Volstead Act of 1919 set up an enforcement system to carry out what
had become known as Prohibition.

In theory, this "Noble Experiment" would rid the country of the
negative effects of alcohol use. In fact, the liquor ban did enjoy
success. Statistics showed a 50% drop in consumption of alcohol.
Drunk driving arrests went down at the same rate. There were 63%
fewer deaths from cirrhosis of the liver. Mental facilities admitted
60% fewer cases related to alcohol addiction.

In practice, however, Prohibition was an odd, patchwork system. The
medicinal use of alcohol was allowed. Doctors could prescribe liquor
like any other drug. A federal form was provided for this purpose. The
number of patients requiring this therapy zoomed to new heights in
the 1920s. Wine could also be used for religious functions. When
supplies ran low, production to meet these needs was allowed.

Breweries that couldn't sell beer turned to other things. Some sold
malt syrup instead. The syrup, made from hops, was sold for "baking
and beverage purposes." There were strict instructions on every bottle.
The rules took consumers step-by-step through what they must never
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do with the syrup. If the customer failed to obey, the label warned, he
or she would end up with a batch of beer.

In many cases, people simply broke the law. Liquor wasn't all that
hard to come by if you wanted it. It was available in secret back
rooms all across the country. These black market saloons were called
"speakeasies." The name came from the furtive nature of the business.
When a patron stepped up to the bar to order, he was often reminded
to "speak easy" (quietly). This made it less likely that a policeman
wandering by would hear.

Uptown speakeasies could be quite posh. Some offered food and
dancing -- everything needed for an elegant evening on the town.
Owners bribed police to look the other way or at least to give advance
warning of raids. The big lawbreakers in the scheme were the
suppliers of illicit alcohol. What we know as "the mob" had existed
before Prohibition. The huge market for illegal liquor, however, made
neighborhood thugs into kings of crime.
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Questions

1. Sum up the mood of America after World War I. What were
some signs of the way people felt? What factors contributed to
these feelings?

2. The goal of the Temperance Movement was:

A. to stop the use of alcohol
B. to convert people to certain spiritual beliefs
C. to make money through anti-alcohol lectures and

publications
D. to take over power in America

3. What was the purpose of a saloon? In what ways did
proprietors make money?

4. What part did European immigration play in the alcohol
debate?

5. Explain how the Anti-saloon League promoted its viewpoint.
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6. How did World War I help anti-alcohol activists gain support?
What two pieces of legislation resulted?

7. A speakeasy was a place where:

A. people could go to drink alcohol and perhaps dine and/or
dance

B. people arrested on alcohol charges were held
C. people could go to see a doctor for medicinal alcohol

prescriptions
D. people could dine and dance in an alcohol-free

atmosphere

8. Outline the results of the Prohibition policy. In your opinion,
did it succeed in what it set out to do? Why or why not?


